OPERATOR MANAGEMENT

FLEET MANAGEMENT

InfoLink® lets you monitor and manage the operator factors that have the greatest
impact on your bottom line.

With InfoLink®, tracking and managing essential fleet factors is a simple, seamless process.

Compliance

Utilization

Manage equipment access, operator certification
Streamline pre-shift inspections
Document the process with digital records

Track equipment status
Optimize fleet size and equipment allocation
Identify long-term and seasonal needs

Impacts

Energy

Receive incident alerts and impact details
Identify problem spots to reduce damage
Promote safe truck operation

Optimize battery/tank changes
Improve battery life and performance
Calculate fuel expense

Productivity

Service

Record and compare truck activity by operator

Schedule service to minimize downtime
Streamline repairs
Inform life cycle decisions

Analyze productivity across facilities, departments, shifts
Ensure optimal use of equipment for the task

POWERFUL TOOLS FOR CONFIDENT DECISIONS.
Precise data and pure processing power are only part of
the story. What really matters is translating information into
insights you can use to make effective business decisions.
InfoLink makes this simple, with immediate views of key
performance factors (status at-a-glance). Now, keeping your
entire fleet performing at peak—and promoting operator
safety and productivity—is easier than ever.

Opportunity Indicators.
Review key performance factors at a glance, and
immediately identify key action items

Interactive Dashboards.
Explore and analyze issues quickly, and set benchmarks
using visually appealing charts and graphs

Detailed Reports.
Generate fully detailed, customized reports automatically
or whenever the need arises

INFOLINK RESULTS: OWENS & MINOR
To cut costs and improve efficiency, healthcare supply chain
and distribution company Owens & Minor looked into fleet
and operator management solutions. Within four months of
implementing InfoLink in a single distribution center, the
company was able to eliminate 12 percent of its lift truck fleet,
improve safety policy compliance, and better manage impacts.
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“It comes down to the simple fact that you need to have
the right information to make the right decisions. We have
52 sites in our network, and we are eager to link them
together to see what other opportunities for cost-cutting
and efficiency improvements InfoLink can help us uncover.”

— Leo Biller, Manager of Corporate Operations

